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Restaurant
Take your guests on a gastronomic adventure by hosting them for lunch or dinner at
Kaarla and Oumi. Helmed by Executive Chef John-Paul Fiechtner, your guests will be
treated to a decadent feast of Coastal Australian Cuisine at Kaarla or a refined nose-
to-tail Modern Japanese Kappo meal by Head Chef Lamley Chua, tailored specially to
your occasion.





Cuisine
Australia’s coastal regions provide a bounty of some of the world’s most exotic and desirable seafood,
live-stock and produce. Encapsulating the quintessential Australian approach to hospitality which in
essence is a cuisine without borders. 

At Kaarla the use of fire is central to the craft. It fires up to serve vibrant, exciting, yet unpretentious
dishes reflecting Australia’s rich cultural melting pot. At its core, Kaarla's showcases a strong influence
from its seasonal produce sourced from both Australia and homegrown from Singapore.Kaarla



Cuisine
A Japanese and Australian Seafood Nose-to-Tail concept, our cuisine is the labour of a constant quest
for quality Japanese cuisine. Combining 'Kappo' meaning 'to cut and cook' and a thorough
understanding of traditional techniques for precision preparation in every cut and served in its
simplicity, the refined elegance of the pure and clean Japanese flavours will shine through. 
 
We display our sustainable approach by utilizing as many parts of the whole fish to sourcing from
responsibly farmed fisheries and the freshest produce. A product of passion and dedication, balancing
tradition and modernity, OUMI reflects classic Japanese cooking and contemporary techniques served
in its simplicity.

Oumi



Floorplan
Capacity

Seated - 202 pax

Facilities
Full-Serviced Bar
AV Equipment
Projector & Screen
Bridal Room



Fact Sheet
Location
88 Market Street, #51-01

Capacity
Seated - 202 pax

Getting Here
Train
NS26 EW14 Raffles Place MRT

Bus
OCBC Centre Church Street (B05319)

Car
Drop off point at CapitaSpring on Market Street
Parking available at multi-story carpark in
CapitaSpring

Facilities
Full-Serviced Bar | AV Equipment | Projector &
Screen | Bridal Room

Extended Services
DJs | LIVE Bands | Emcees | Wedding Favours |
Invitation Cards | Cakes | Floral Decor



88 Market Street, #51-01
Singapore 048948

 
enquiry@1-arden.sg

8031 4316
 

Events Arm: 1-Host 
www.1-host.sg

https://www.google.com/search?q=sol+%26+luna&oq=sol+%26+luna&aqs=chrome.0.69i59j0i512l4j69i61l3.1536j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8#

